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"We are not dealing with a scientific problem. We are dealing with a political issue."-Samuel Epstein, M.D.
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There will never be a CURE for Cancer until the Establishment can accomplish their
objectives by permitting it. Their primary goals are money and control. What big
conglomerate will get the blessings of the Big Establishment? Nothing happens on the
world scene that is not planned and designed by The Big Establishment. After 30
years of planning Metabolic Programs for some 33,000 Counselees and developing
the scientific Paradigm for the PROPER CURE AND TREATMENT OF
MALIGNANCY, I would like to share some of the conclusions.
First, we fall victim, not only to cancer, but also to the very clever brainwashing of
our number one ENEMY. The Medical Establishment and the unending barrage of the
conspiracy with the MEDIA and support groups such as the American Cancer
Society, the National Cancer Institute, the American Medical Association and an
unlimited number of organizations that make their income from the crumbs that fall
from the establishment’s table. Dr Kelley DDS
"An examination of the 62 random cases shows that our success rate has been 82
percent. Considering the patients we called inconclusive but for whom we were able
to be of some help, it is over 90 percent.
Now compare our figures with the official (as of early 1983) American Cancer
Society figure of 15 percent of patients who are helped by radiation or chemotherapy.
(Also, note that the two physicians in our sampling elected not to be treated with
radiation or chemotherapy. We find this to be true of practically all the physicianpatients who come to our clinic.)
Of the people we could not help, those who died or are presumed dead, I am willing
to state that we probably could have helped these patients had they not come to us
with enormously debilitated immune systems resulting from having already undergone massive chemotherapy or radiation. The profound sadness we at the clinic
experience when we receive a patient who already is beyond help is only offset by the
great joy and satisfaction we feel when so-called terminal patients walk out of our
doors after the accepted tests show them to be on the road to recovery, or when the
disease is at least controlled to the point where they are able to lead comfortable and
normal lives.
Each patient cited here has been proved to have cancer by a qualified pathologist
examining tissue under a microscope. In medicine only this represents the final proof
of cancer. Once the diagnosis is firmly established, the metastases or recurrences may
be judged by other means, such as X ray, CAT scan, and palpating (feeling)
nodules."---Virginia Livingston Wheeler M.D. (The Conquest of Cancer: Vaccines
and Diet p. 18, 19)

Without exception, all the oncologists I talked to about Dr Burzynski were scornful
and hostile. Twenty- five years of practicing unconventional medicine did not prepare
me for what I discovered. Delving into attitudes, actions, and beliefs of modern
oncologists was like opening a box of cereal and finding it full of worms. They just
don’t care….The question I kept asking was why, and the answer to that question
gradually began to creep out: Dr Burzynski’s discovery threatens one of the largest
and most lucrative industries in the history of mankind, the cancer treatment industry.
All those radiation machines and doctors who run them
All those chemotherapy drugs and the doctors who prescribe them
All those so called studies that just juggle the doses of chemo & radiation, and
All those surgeons who have been flailing at cancer for over a 100 years
If it (antineoplastons) is allowed to flourish, it renders obsolete the entire cancer
treatment industry. He has discovered a non-toxic treatment that is about as close to
cure as we have ever seen. If you think the lumber jacks in the Pacific Northwest were
scornful of the spotted owl, you haven’t seen anything yet….
Also it is not just about money, it is about strongly held beliefs, beliefs that have
meshed with the personality of virtually everyone in the cancer treatment industry,
especially the physicians. In short, these beliefs are that cancer can only be treated
with therapies that mutilate, poison, or burn the patient, in the hope that they "kill" the
cancer…..Therefore, each patient who is miraculously cured by Burzynski’s nontoxic
therapy is not viewed as a breakthrough, or even as something good, but rather as a
dangerous messenger of heresy, a terrible threat to their beliefs."—Dr Whitaker, M.D.
My investigation to date should convince this Committee that a conspiracy does exist
to stop the free flow and use of drugs in interstate commerce which allegedly has
solid therapeutic value. Public and private funds have been thrown around like
confetti at a country fair to close up and destroy clinics, hospitals and scientific
research laboratories which do not conform to the viewpoint of medical associations.
A Report by Special Counsel for a United States Senate Investigating Committee ...
Making a Fact Finding Study of a Conspiracy against the Health of the American
people.
"Every discoverer of a cancer remedy has encountered a Chinese wall of resistance,"
which has been the same in every page of recorded cancer history, and that the myth
that the discoverer of a cancer cure would be "honored, acclaimed, and practically
deified as a saviour of the human race," should be changed to "dishonored, denounced
and crucified, unless he is a fair haired boy of the dominating oligarchy." THE
CANCER BLACKOUT An Illuminating, Factual Survey by M. H. Clutter, D.R.L
"Stanley Kops....has produced proof positive that the oral polio vaccine has always
been contaminated with SV-40, a monkey virus which has been linked by the FDA
and other organisations with cancers such as mesothelioma and meduloblastoma.
Since 1963, we have been assured that polio vaccines have not contained this deadly
contaminant. Stanley Kops shows that not only is this not the case, but that the
vaccine regulators who are charged with keeping our families safe, have known all
along that SV-40 was never removed from vaccines."----Meryl W. Dorey
Ozone eliminates... viruses and bacteria from blood, human and stored... Medical
ozone is successfully used on AIDS, Herpes, Hepatitis, Mononucleosis, Cirrhosis
of the liver, Gangrene, Cardiovascular Disease, Arteriosclerosis, High Cholesterol,

Cancerous Tumours, Lymphomas, Leukemia... Highly effective on Rheumatoid and
other Arthritis, Allergies of all types... Improves Multiple Sclerosis, ameliorates
Alzheimer's Disease, Senility, and Parkinson's... Effective on Proctitis, Colitis,
Prostrate, Candidiasis, Trichomoniasis, Cystitis; Externally, ozone is effective in
treating Acne, bums, leg ulcers, open sores and wounds, Eczema, and fungus." These
results were from many different clinics and repeated year after year.
Despite all this, the U.S. media still barrages us with sad pleas for money
constantly so our medical establishment can "Find a cure" for these diseases. Well, if
myself, only one man with a computer and a telephone, can find all this
documentation I really don't think the medical establishment with all its money and
vast resources is looking very hard. Do you? OZONE HAS CURED AIDS IN OVER
300 CASES--Ed McCabe
In 1987, Dr. Hans Neiper, an ozone using doctor in Hanover, FRG, in an interview by
NHF videographer Jeff Harsh, talked about his colon cancer work. Although he says
he can't divulge the name of his patients; "President Reagan is a very nice man." And,
"You wouldn't believe how many FDA officials or relatives or acquaintances of FDA
officials come to see me as patients in Hanover. You wouldn't believe this, or
directors of the American Medical Association (AMA), or American Cancer
Association, or the presidents of orthodox cancer institutes. That's the fact." Odd that
it's good enough for, and sought after by the bigshots with enough money, but not
allowed for the common people. OZONE HAS CURED AIDS IN OVER 300
CASES--Ed McCabe
"I became interested in vitamin C and cancer in 1971 and began working with Ewan
Cameron, M.B., Ch.B., chief surgeon at Vale of Leven Hospital in Scotland. Cameron
gave 10 grams of vitamin C a day to patients with untreatable, terminal cancer.
These patients were then compared by Cameron and me to patients with the same
kind of cancer at the same terminal stage who were being treated in the same hospital
but by other doctors--doctors who didn't give vitamin C, but instead just gave
conventional treatments. Cameron's terminal cancer patients lived far longer
compared to the ones who didn't get 10 grams a day of vitamin C. The other patients
lived an average of six months after they were pronounced terminal, while Cameron's
patients lived an average of about six years. "--Linus Pauling Interview by Peter
Chowka 1996
"As a retired physician, I can honestly say that unless you are in a serious accident,
your best chance of living to a ripe old age is to avoid doctors and hospitals and learn
nutrition, herbal medicine and other forms of natural medicine unless you are
fortunate enough to have a naturopathic physician available. Almost all drugs are
toxic and are designed only to treat symptoms and not to cure anyone. Vaccines are
highly dangerous, have never been adequately studied or proven to be effective, and
have a poor risk/reward ratio. Most surgery is unnecessary and most textbooks of
medicine are inaccurate and deceptive. Almost every disease is said to be idiopathic
(without known cause) or genetic - although this is untrue. In short, our main stream
medical system is hopelessly inept and/or corrupt. The treatment of cancer and
degenerative diseases is a national scandal. The sooner you learn this, the better off
you will be."----Dr. Allan Greenberg 12/24/2002

"There is not one, but many cures for cancer available. But they are all being
systematically suppressed by the ACS, the NCI and the major oncology centres.
They have too much of an interest in the status quo."--Dr Robert Atkins, M.D.
"We are not dealing with a scientific problem. We are dealing with a political issue."-Samuel Epstein, M.D.
"We went through the records and we found over five hundred of his patients who
were alive and well five years after their treatment, with no cancer. And Dr. Burton
didn't selectively give us these. These were "take what you want. Here are the patients
I treated." So there was statistical improvement -- more so than any cancer institution
in the United States could show."—Fascism in Medicine by Gary Null, Ph.D
"For many years there have been treatments available which are successful and
usually NOT harmful for diseases, such as AIDS, cancer, cystic fibrosis, diabetes,
organ regeneration and other diseases. One by one these treatments and their creators
or proponents have been targeted by the FDA, which I call the "office of orthodoxy
enforcement," illegally using just powers derived from the consent of governed. These
forms of tyranny are always accompanied by multi agency intrusions or harassment,
confiscation of private medical files, censorship of written materials and threats or
prosecution."---Charles Pixley
"There had been a head of the FDA (who later turned out to be a fraud) his name was
Fishbein and he was rampantly opposed to any alternative therapy. He went after
Hoxsey, the Hoxsey therapy back in the 1940's and 50's, and destroyed Hoxsey. But
not before Hoxsey sued the AMA and Fishbein and [proved] that the therapy actually
worked. But it didn't help him because they closed him down anyhow"----Fascism in
Medicine by Gary Null, Ph.D
"Over the next three years, Krebiozin was destroyed. But to destroy Krebiozin you
first had to destroy Andrew Ivy. How do you destroy the most influential, respected
scientist in the United States? You get friends in the media. You get rid of his
academic affiliations. You start a whisper campaign. And next thing you know,
nobody wants to know the man. It took about five years, then they brought him up on
a trial of fraud. It was at that point the longest medical trial in the United States'
history. At the end of it, the jury found Ivy and the Durovic brothers innocent. Not
only that, but they found the FDA irresponsible. And the jury actually made a
statement, which is rare, about the contempt that the FDA had for honesty in what it
did at trial."---Fascism in Medicine by Gary Null, Ph.D
"So what do they do? They start writing articles in the New York Daily News. Boy,
that's a paper that loves to write crap on people, isn't it? Wanna talk about a paper that
supports fascism! Man, I've seen more doctors hatcheted in there. The butchery they
did on Emmanuel Revici, the butchery they did on Lawrence Burton, calling him
nothing more --- what was the quote the guy said?. . . "Burton is nothing more than a
horse doctor." Denigrating him, tearing down his character."—Fascism in Medicine
by Gary Null, Ph.D
"But today in the United States, and this shows you where fascism REALLY exists,
ANY doctor in the United States who cures cancer using alternative methods will be

destroyed. You cannot name me a doctor doing well with cancer using alternative
therapies that is not under attack. And I KNOW these people; I've interviewed them."--Gary Null (1994)
"A solution to cancer would mean the termination of research programs, the
obsolescence of skills, the end of dreams of personal glory, triumph over cancer
would dry up contributions to self-perpetuating charities....It would mortally threaten
the present clinical establishments by rendering obsolete the expensive surgical,
radiological and chemotherapeutic treatments in which so much money, training and
equipment is invested....The new therapy must be disbelieved, denied, discouraged
and disallowed at all costs, regardless of actual testing results, and preferably without
any testing at all." Robert Houston and Gary Null:
"I think Coley’s Toxins used in a proper manner for a long enough duration could
cure well over half of all cancers that are solid malignant tumours…. But treating
cancer with Coley’s Toxins in the US today (1994) is illegal"---Wayne Martin.
"We have found Laetrile to be effective in people that have active cancer; but that is
not its only function. For the prevention of cancer and the maintenance of remission
there is nothing as effective as Laetrile. Its non-toxicity permits its use indefinitely in
the prevention of relapses and the prevention of metastases."---Contreras Hospital,
Mexico http://www.contrerashospital.com/metaboli.htm
"Throughout his career Dr Christopher spent his life in and out of court and in and out
of jail. He was handcuffed and taken away after one of his lectures for giving herbs to
ease the suffering of a woman with terminal cancer. Usually the jury acquitted him
agianst the instructions. Finally in 1969 he was not so lucky and was given a
susoended sentence, because prescribing (suggesting herbs) without a licence was a
felony."—Dr Shulze, N.D. http://www.newhealth.net/schulze/
"What she (Dr. Johanna Budwig) has demonstrated to my initial disbelief but lately,
to my complete satisfaction in my practice is: CANCER IS EASILY CURABLE, the
treatment is dietary/lifestyle, the response is immediate; the cancer cell is weak and
vulnerable; the precise biochemical breakdown point was identified by her in 1951
and is specifically correctable, in vitro (test-tube) as well as in vivo (real)... " Dr. Dan
C. Roehm M.D. FACP (Oncologist and former cardiologist) in 1990.
http://www.public.usit.net/spinner/Flax1.html http://www.oxytherapy.com/mailarchive/oct96/165.html
"I have the answer to cancer, but American doctors won't listen. They come here and
observe my methods and are impressed. Then they want to make a special deal so
they can take it home and make a lot of money. I won't do it, so I'm blackballed in
every country."---Dr Budwig. http://www.public.usit.net/spinner/Flax1.html
http://www.oxytherapy.com/mail-archive/oct96/165.html
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ISBN=0969527217/9789-9510244-200272
"If you can shrink the tumour 50% or more for 28 days you have got the FDA's
definition of an active drug. That is called a response rate, so you have a
response..(but) when you look to see if there is any life prolongation from taking this
treatment what you find is all kinds of hocus pocus and song and dance about the

disease free survival, and this and that. In the end there is no proof that chemotherapy
in the vast majority of cases actually extends life, and this is the GREAT LIE about
chemotherapy, that somehow there is a correlation between shrinking a tumour and
extending the life of the patient."---Ralph Moss
"We know that conventional therapy doesn’t work—if it did you would not fear
cancer any more than you fear pneumonia. It is the utter lack of certainty as to the
outcome of conventional treatment that virtually screams for more freedom of choice
in the area of cancer therapy. Yet most so-called alternative therapies regardless of
potential or proven benefit, are outlawed, which forces patients to submit to the
failures we know don’t work, because there is no other choice.
"The FDA, NCI and ACS, and the large treatment centres work to eliminate
choice of cancer therapies, particulary better ones. They openly attack breakthroughs
made by "mavericks", which they define as anyone outside their ranks. Folks, any
serious study of how these entities work together to destroy hopeful approaches to
cancer reveals a trail of corruption, conspiracy, dishonesty, and inhumanity that
warrants desigantion of evil……..We continue to use them not because they work, but
because those who perform them have so vigorously eliminated any other choice.
First, I would not even check in with a conventional oncologist, particulary not
one from a prominent cancer institution. Their expertise is in implementing the
erroneous paradigm that cancer must be purged from the body with toxic methods.
This is, in my opinion, no more valuable than maps from the Flat Earth Society. When
there is a paradigm shift---and we definitely are in the middle of one with cancer
treatment---those sitting on the lofty perches of authority are the last to make the
change, because they are guarding the paradigm about to be replaced. I don’t buy
maps of a flat earth, and I wouldn’t go to the NCI or Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Centre for cancer treatment.
I’d turn my back on 50 years of institutionalised expertise, because it follows the
wrong paradigm. Everything that is done in medicine today or in any other discipline
fits some paradigm. The paradigm I use for cancer is that it is a systemic problem in
which the normal control mechanisms of your body are altered. Your immune system
likely bears the largest burden for this control; thus, all techniques that enhance it are
promising. Those that damage it are not."---JULIAN WHITAKER, M.D.
"There is no better example of the weakness of our dominant medicine than its clearly
ineffective War on Cancer. There is no better example of the superiority of a
complementary approach than in the management of this dread disease….we are
equally concerned about whether mainstream medicine’s demand for proof works to
maintain it at its current level of ineptitude."---Dr Atkins, M.D.
"A study was done which shows the majority of oncologists who refer patients for
chemotherapy for lung cancer would not themselves take chemotherapy for lung
cancer. And in fact if the chemotherapy involved cis-platen, something like 75% of
them said they wouldn't take it. But what do these people do all day long? They're
sending people for cis-platen."--Ralph Moss (www.ralphmoss.com
"The great success stories of chemotherapy were always in relatively obscure types of
cancer. Childhood leukemia constitutes less than two percent of all cancers and many
of chemotherapy's other successes were in diseases so rare that many clinicians had

never even seen a single case (Burkitt's lymphoma, choriocarcinoma, etc.)"—Ralph
Moss
"The 'drugs or surgery only approach that modern medicine uses to treat today's
diseases is archaic."—Julian Whitaker
"I look upon cancer in the same way that I look upon heart disease, arthritis, high
blood pressure, or even obesity, for that matter, in that by dramatically strengthening
the body's immune system through diet, nutritional supplements, and exercise, the
body can rid itself of the cancer, just as it does in other degenerative diseases.
Consequently, I wouldn't have chemotherapy and radiation because I'm not interested
in therapies that cripple the immune system, and, in my opinion, virtually ensure
failure for the majority of cancer patients."---Dr Julian Whitaker, M.D.
"The Hunzakuts eat the fresh apricots for the three months they are in season and the
remainder of the year they eat dried apricots. They never eat a dried apricot without
enclosing the seed between them. This supplies them with better than average of 50 to
75 milligrams of Vitamin B17 a day. There are many of us in the Western World who
don't ingest this amount of Vitamin B17 in the course of an entire year. As a result
we're in the midst of a fulminating deficiency of Vitamin B17 or nitriloside, the antineoplastic vitamin. Its absence from our diets accounts for the fact that cancer on our
population has reached such a pandemisity as to account for its occurrence in one in
every three American families."---Krebs http://www.canceranswer.com/
"Kanematsu Sugiura…..took down lab books and showed me that in fact Laetrile is
dramatically effective in stopping the spread of cancer. The animals were genetically
programmed to get breast cancer and about 80 - 90% of them normally get spread of
the cancer from the breast to the lungs which is a common route in humans, also for
how people die of breast cancer, and instead when they gave the animals Laetrile by
injection only 10-20% of them got lung metasteses. And these facts were verified by
many people, including the pathology department."---Ralph Moss
"Since I had never been seriously ill, I wondered if my (cancer) condition had
anything to do with the death of my son. Three years later, as chief of internal
medicine in a so-called gynecology-oncology clinic at Munich University, I had the
opportunity to study female patients with cancer and to compare my findings to see if
the mechanism was the same as mine; if they too had experienced such a terrible
shock. I found that all of them, without exception, had experienced the same type of
biological conflict as I had. They were able to recollect the shock, the resulting
sleeplessness, weight loss, cold hands and the beginning of tumor growth. At the time,
my point of view was very different from all the current medical concepts, and when I
presented these discoveries to my colleagues, they gave me an ultimatum: either to
deny my findings or leave the clinic immediately."---Dr Hamer
http://www.geocities.com/HotSprings/3374/
"As a chemist trained to interpret data, it is incomprehensible to me that physicians
can ignore the clear evidence that chemotherapy does much, much more harm than
good."---Alan Nixon, Ph.D., Past President, American Chemical Society.

"It amazes me how much of what passes for
knowledge in cancer therapy turns out to be
incomplete, inadequate, and anecdotal."--Ralph Moss, Ph.D.
"Your toxic concoctions (chemo) are
actually the false hope you worry so much
about."-- William Kelley Eidem, author
"The Doctor Who Cures Cancer"
"Two to 4% of cancers respond to chemotherapy……The bottom line is for a few
kinds of cancer chemo is a life extending procedure---Hodgkin's disease, Acute
Lymphocytic Leukemia, Testicular cancer, and Choriocarcinoma."----Ralph Moss,
Ph.D. 1995 Author of Questioning Chemotherapy.
"A combination of laetrile, Gerson, enzymes and Coley type vaccines would cure
over 95% of cancers."---Frank Hourigan, co-author with Dick Richards, M.D. of The
Good News on Cancer.
"This (Coley’s toxins) is really an effective treatment and it an OUTRAGEOUS crime
of the century that we at MSK were able to cure cancer a 100 years ago that they can't
cure today."----Ralph Moss http://www.sumeria.net/canc/rmoss.html
"Medications are palliatives. They are not designed to cure the degenerative diseases
of the body."----F. Batmanghelidj, M.D.
"My opinion, however, is that they (herbs) are superior 95% of the time to any
pharmaceutical drug!"---Dr Willner, M.D.
"At your next dinner party, try playing the following game. Challenge everyone
around the table to produce a single drug that can cure people of an illness, other then
antibiotics. If you come up with anything, stop whatever you are doing and call me."--Lynne McTaggart www.wddty.co.uk
"Conventional cancer treatments are in place as the law of the land because they pay,
not heal, the best."---John Diamond, M.D. & Lee Cowden, M.D.
"Finding a cure for cancer is absolutely contraindicated by the profits of the cancer
industry’s chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery cash trough."—Dr Diamond, M.D.
"We have a multi-billion dollar industry that is killing people, right and left, just for
financial gain. Their idea of research is to see whether two doses of this poison is
better than three doses of that poison."—Glen Warner, M.D. oncologist.
"Chemotherapy is an incredibly lucrative business for doctors, hospitals, and
pharmaceutical companies…..The medical establishment wants everyone to follow
the same exact protocol. They don’t want to see the chemotherapy industry go under,
and that’s the number one obstacle to any progress in oncology."—Dr Warner, M.D.

"While writing the story of Gerson, I couldn’t help feeling it was too shocking to
believe. The friends with whom I discussed it became almost angry in their denial that
anything of the sort could happen in this day and age. It developed that we were all
naïve…there had been dozens of lone scientists…who had been stamped out of
existence and driven to spending their last days in solitude and bitterness."—S.J.
Haught (Dr. Max Gerson, Censured for Curing Cancer).
"On two occasions Gerson became violently ill...Lab tests showed...arsenic in his
urine. Some of Gerson's best case histories mysteriously disappeared from his
files...Gerson was invited on a talk show by host Long John Nebel...Nebel was fired
the very next day and the radio network was threatened by the AMA."--Norman Fritz.
"One death from poisoning, and one from being run down by an automobile, both
victims being physicians of distinction and prominent in the advocacy of the Koch
treatment. Mail has been opened...Dr. Koch himself was the target of at least 13
unsuccessful attempts on his life."--M. Layne
"The AMA virtually stopped the Rife treatment in 1939, first by threatening the
physicians using Rife's instrument, then by forcing Rife into court....During the period
1935 to early 1939, the leading laboratory for electronic or energy medicine in the
USA, in New Jersy, was independently verifying Rife's discoveries...(this) laboratory
was "mysteriously" burned to the ground.....Rife's treatment was ruthlessly suppressed
by the AMA's Morris Fishbein."---Barry Lynes.
"Gaston Naessens's trip to hell was a direct consequence of his having dared to
wander into scientific incognita...In 1985 he was indicted on several counts, the most
serious of which carried a potential sentence of life imprisonment."--Christopher Bird.
"After presenting a rather effective lecture on cancer…the windshield was shot out of
my car on the road back to San Francisco. The next nught the glass window in the tail
gate was shot out (300 miles removed from the first shooting). The police said,
'maybe someone is tryiong to tell you something'. The late Arthur Harris, M.D. was
threatened by two men with assassination if he continued to use laetrile. Since that
time we have de-centralised the work so that, if any two of us are shot out of the
saddle, it will have only a slight negative effect on the program."---Dr. Krebs
"The thing that bugs me is that the people think the FDA is protecting them. It isn’t.
What the FDA is doing and what the public thinks it’s doing are as different as night
and day."—Dr Ley former Commissioner of the FDA.
"For I have in fact cured my own cancer, the original site of which was the lower
bowels, through Essiac alone."---Charles Brusch, M.D.
"Clinically, on patients suffering from pathologically proven cancer, (Essiac) reduces
pain and causes a recession in the growth; patients have gained weight and shown an
improvement in their general health….Remarkably beneficial results were obtained
even on those cases at the "end of the road" where it proved to prolong life and the
quality of life…The doctors do not say that Essiac is a cure, but they do not say it is of
no benefit."---Dr Brusch & Dr Charles McClure.

"Essiac is an excellent blood cleanser and can help tremendously if someone is toxic
from either chemotherapy or radiation. Patients seem to feel better taking Essiac; at
some level it appears to enhance mood."---Dr Jesse Stoff, M.D.
"Essiac is a therapeutic tea that all cancer patients can benefit from."—Dr Robert
Atkins, M.D.
"I’m not sure what Essiac does to extend cancer survival, and for all we know it may
not have this effect. On the other hand, it’s not toxic and my patients have reported
feeling good while taking it, so why not support them?" Dr Hoffer, M.D., Ph.D.
"In 1994 neither of the people with whom we discussed alternative treatment for
pancreatic cancer has any sign of cancer now. They were both told this form of cancer
is not treatable by doctors in Western medicine. Both had two five hour operations to
diagnose malignant cancer. Statistically less than I % of patients survive for 12
months." Max Costello
"A doctor whose patient had been diagnosed with terminal cancer, showed signs of
recovery. When the doctor rang me he confirmed it was me who had helped the
patient, then said, "I will stop you from doing this to our industry". Now that he has
stopped the importation of this treatment he can now boast to his patients and
colleagues that he has stopped cancer patients from purchasing Essiac in Australia."--M. Costello.
"I am of the firm opinion and belief that Hoxsey has cured these people of cancer.
Hoxsey has been done a great injustice and . . . articles and utterances by defendant
Morris Fishbein were false, slanderous, and libelous."---Judge W.L. Thornton
"Garlic has been shown to help our white blood cells not only defend us against
cancer, but also to increase our ability to destroy tumors...Garlic has been found to
stimulate inteferon production, enhance natural killer cells, stop tumor growth, and
even reduce the associated pain of cancer. Most of the research has been done on
cancers of the digestive tract."--Dr Shulze
"Pharmaceutical drugs are killing hundreds of thousands of people every year…In
spite of that, they claim that two people were hurt with chaparral, so they have taken it
off the market. And these claims aren’t even substantiated."—Shulze
"Tests showed cancer of the larynx and the doctor advised an operation immediately.
I was informed that my larynx had to be removed completely. I heard about Dr Breuss
and went to see him….he prescribed the juice treatment….By the time I had
completed this juice treatment I felt fit and once again had a good appetite. Despite
my 72 years I felt my old self again."---J. Neukirch, 1972.
"In 1978, in the space of 10 months, 28 leukemia patients came to me and they could
all work after six days. It is a portal vein circulation disease, not cancer of the blood.
So far 150 leukemia patients have come to me and I could help all of them. Do not
fear this disease any more."---Dr Breuss.

"The person gets cancer because he’s not properly metabolising the protein in his
diet."—Dr Kelley
"I have never known anyone in 20 years to metastasize or affect another secondary
area after the enzymes were started."—Pierce.
"I speak as a cancer patient who 7 years ago was sent home to die by a doctor who
told me there was nothing more traditional medicine could do for me…One of the
doctors who performed my surgery told me that I had the fastest growing type known
to man and cobalt and chemo would not help me…If I had accepted the advice of my
doctor, if I had not been directed to Dr. Kelley, I would be another cancer statistic."—
Pat Judson, 1972, to Michigan State Legislature.
"Cancer can be attacked directly by metabolic enzymes and then be assisted by the
enzyme diet programme. The second greatest cancer breakthrough of the 20th century
is the metabolic organic effect on malignant tumours of correcting the body fluid pH
to a non-acidic pH 7.1 to 7.5. A neutral pH 7.0 resists cancer formation. An acid body
fluid pH of 6.44 and below permits tumours to biochemically become malignant. At
pH 7.5 cancer may become inactive; at 8.5 tumours may disintegrate."—Dr Carson.
"Since the second decade of this century there has existed an effective, powerful
cancer treatment—Enzyme Therapy (ET), based upon this theory (Beard’s), and
which is non-toxic, non-mutilating, and highly successful….that ET was not perfected
and made universal, is one of the great mysteries of modern times; possibly the
greatest of all time."—Dr Richards, MB, BcH.
"The word detox does not appear in the main textbook on cancer or the main medical
textbook...the word in medicine refers to heroin addicts and getting them off
heroin...they do not conceive that their are such things as toxins created by a
tumour...where do they think it all goes?"-----Ralph Moss
"A coffee enema should be given every morning for one month; then twice a week for
eight months. The coffee enema is very stimulating to the liver, and is the greatest aid
in eliminating its toxic poisons." --Dr Kelley DDS
"Here is a therapy (Gerson) which, despite its considerable drawbacks, can cure some
of the most intractable medical conditions known to science. Yet the general public,
many of whom will perish from cancer, and those charged with their medical
care…have never heard of it!"—Dr Richards & Frank Hourigan.
"Dr. Revici has cured many people of cancer who were otherwise considered
incurable. It is my professional opinion that his medicines have worked for many of
the patients whose records I have examined."- Seymour Brenner, M.D., F.A.C.R.
"Dr. John Heller was the medical director of Sloan Kettering when he said he'd known
of Revici for ten years. He then went on to say he'd seen people walk in dead and
walk out alive from Revici's clinic. Heller added that he didn't know how Revici did
it. Heller's Sloan-Kettering office was only blocks from Revici's, yet in ten years he
never went to find out the answer. Heller never did find a cure for cancer, nor did
Sloan-Kettering."—Eidem

"Dr. Revici has a ton of x-rays of patients who have experienced MULTIPLE bone
regeneration from cancer."---William Kelley Eidem, author "The Doctor Who Cures
Cancer"
"The pubic bones (seen on x ray) are now well defined and represent a remarkable
rebuilding of bone and halting of the cancer process. The ischium are also reforming
and the illi (hip bones) likewise show diminution of bone lysis. No sane, honest
physician could call this a "spontaneous remission".—Dr Robert Willner, M.D..(Dr
Sodi Pollares, M.D., Bravo 31, San Jeronimo 10200, Mexico,D F. Tel 011 525 691
1923)
"When correctly applied (my treatment) can, in many cases, bring under control even
far-advanced malignancies…….we are fully entitled to consider it not only a highly
beneficial treatment which can be offered now for this disease, but even a major step
nearer to the solution of the problem of the therapy of cancer."—Dr Revici, M.D.
"There is an abundance of scientific evidence showing that a clinically guided
nutrition programme for the cancer patient…can improve quality of life by 12 to 21
fold…and a greater likelihood of complete remission."---Patrick Quillin, Ph.D.
"74% of Americans are below daily RDA requirements for magnesium, 55% for iron,
68% calcium, 40% vitamin C, 33% B12, 80% B6, 33% B3, 35% B2, 45% B1, 50%
vitamin A.
From 25-50% of hospital patients suffer from protein calorie malnutrition. Pure
malnutrition (cachexia) is responsible for at least 22% and up to 67% of all cancer
deaths. Up to 80% of all cancer patients have reduced levels of serum albumin, which
is a leading indicator of protein and calorie malnutrition. At least 20% of Americans
are clinically malnourished, with 70% being sub-clinically malnourished, and the
remaining "chosen few" 10% in good optimal health."—Patrick Quillin, Ph.D.
"We KNOW the answer to cancer…Yet the authorities, in the form of the law of the
land (UK), will not allow this book (The Good News On Cancer) to be promoted to
lay persons…..it is not permitted that they can even be told where to find information
that might help them. That has got to be democracy with a very small d……One
eminent publisher…backed out as he feared he could be jailed for infringing the
Cancer Act by offering the book to the public. Another…was deliberately pressured
by an unnamed group after his medical reader (an M.D.), having checked the
manuscript, leaked its contents to a confidential authority."---Dr Richards & Frank
Hourigan.
"Laetrile is most assuredly a very potent anti-cancer factor but requires stringent
methods of use in order to succeed. Amateurs invariably fail. High sounding U.S.
pronouncements that ‘laetrile’ is toxic and ineffective are fraudulent and calculated to
deceive. It will become again one of the major weapons in the cancer therapy
armamentarium."—Dr Richards & Frank Hourigan.
"The survival rate of Dr Burton’s patients approximately doubled the maximum
survival rate of conventionally treated patients. Had these findings pertained to a
chemotherapy drug instead of IAT, massive amounts of funding would have been

allocated to investigate the drug. Once again, the politics of cancer barred a
potentially valuable treatment from reaching the public." J. Diamond, M.D.
The average frequency of the human body during the day time is between 62 and 68
cycles each second. If it drops below this rate the immune defence system will start to
shut down. Cold symptoms appear at 58 cycles, flu at 57, candida at 55, glandular
fever at 52, cancer at 42 cycles each second... Dr Young and Bruce Tainio. [Cheny
University. WA. USA ] http://members.aol.com/drwhale/
"Dr Johnson died in 1944. The suspicion exists that he was silenced...However two
federal inspectors did examine his hospital record in the late 1950's. They concluded
it was likely that he was poisoned."--Barry Lynes
"A number of subsequent clinics in the years 1935-1938 accomplished similar
cures....the AMA virtually stopped the Rife treatment in 1939, first by threatening the
physicians using Rife's instrument, then by forcing Rife into court....During the period
1935 to early 1939, the leading laboratory for electronic or energy medicine in the
USA, in New Jersy, was independently verifying Rife's discoveries...(this) laboratory
was "mysteriously" burned to the ground.....Rife's treatment was ruthlessly suppressed
by the AMA's Morris Fishbein."---Barry Lynes.
"Everyone on this planet needs to be made aware that for several years now I have
met and keep meeting people who no longer have AIDS, cancer, and almost any other
disease you can think of, due to the continual and correct application of oxygen
therapies."---Ed McCabe (1992). Ed McCabe is currently in jail, 1998.
"You wouldn’t believe how many FDA officials or relatives or acquaintances of FDA
officials come to see me as patients in Hanover. You wouldn’t believe this, or
directors of the AMA, or ACA, or the presidents of orthodox cancer institutes. That’s
the fact."---Hans Nieper.
"I called all the major network news bureaus, including Public Radio, and reported
ozone AIDS cures coming out of Europe. Not a single reporter or show called back
for details. I wrote and sent documentation to all the ‘household word’ TV talk show
hosts who make their living acting ‘concerned’ and I tried all the ‘AIDS fund raising
spokespeople’, show business celebs, even sending proof of their home addresses, but
as of yet not one single phone call or inquiry came back for more."—Ed McCabe.
"There is so much medical evidence to support oxygen therapies that no media dared
cover it."—Duncan Rhoads, Nexus Editor on Ed McCabe lecture tour of Australia.
"One of the original AIDS experts recently stated that all he could see as a result of all
the millions of dollars being spent on AIDS research was that all of his colleagues are
now driving more expensive cars."—McCabe.
"I interviewed 15 people who stated they were cured of cancer by using one of the
oxygen therapies…amazingly enough, one of them had pancreatic cancer. A man had
prostate cancer. Someone else had colon cancer. Dr Otto Warburg won the nobel
prize twice for stating that the cause of cancer is a normal cell denied 60% of its
oxygen requirements….I asked a big cancer specialist …if he had ever heard of Dr

Warburg, and he said no. And this specialist’s title was ‘Head of Fermentation
Process Laboratories."---McCabe.
"The FDA won’t spend a dime on ozone research, but they spent over $1 million
intimidating, harassing, and persecuting me alone." Dr Jonathen Wright
http://www.seattle.net/~drwright/
"What made Dr Burzynski a threat to the cancer industry from the beginning was the
prospect that antineoplaston therapy represented a successful alternative to toxic and
dangerous chemotherapy drugs, upon which most of the cancer industry’s profits
depend. Did the NCI pick up the tab for completing his research? Did the ACS help
with favourable publicity? Of course not. The minute NCI saw evidence of
antineoplastons working they distorted the data by withdrawing the 2 successful
patients and thus the evidence. NCI’s conduct towards him is a striking example of
how an agency presumed to be objective can set up a study that will either prove or
disprove anything it wants. In this case, there is clear evidence that NCI wanted to
prove antineoplastons didn’t work."—John Diamond, M.D. & Lee Cowden, M.D.
"I’ve looked at cases of chronic myeloid anaemia and chronic lymphoid leukaemia
and found without exception you didn’t find a case without you having three different
types of radiation present and that was the outside edge line of an underground
stream, two-banded Hartman, which was negative in it’s polarity and AC pos
magnetic fields over three hundred nano-tesla. The last four cases of chronic
myeloid lymphoid leukaemia the AC field part of the equation was supplied by a
transformer and they varied. When you measured them in the area of the bed from just
over 300, one was 1100, one was 3,400, the other was around 800, in association with
water."---Alf Riggs
"Dr. Pinto explained that his parents had both been dentists. His father had attended a
conference in the 1920s at which a speaker had condemned mercury. The elder Pinto
remembered this a while later when he was asked to treat a child dying of leukemia.
Her biggest complaint was that her gums hurt. He removed her amalgams qui-etly,
and the terminally ill child responded within a few days. "Spontaneous remission!"
announced the medical profession. Pinto responded by telling the physician he had
removed the amalgams. There was a pecking order at that time, just as there is today,
in the health profes-sions. He was academically whiplashed and made to feel inferior
and foolish. This was standard procedure. So Pinto quietly replaced an amalgam in
the little girl, then told the doctor to watch for a recurrence of the leukemia the next
day. There was a recurrence. He removed it, of course, and the child recovered
again."---Hal Huggins DDS
"I've been dealing with feline leukemia for years; and I get disgusted with most vets,
who advocate Test and Slaughter-that is, if the cat tests positive, it's best to kill it.
We've had cats who have been able to climb trees and look normal in less than ten
weeks. And I'm talking about cats who were brought in to us when they were too
weak even to stand up." S.ALLEN PRICE, D.V.M.:
"Regarding the geobiological connection between earth radiation and chronic disease,
in particular cancer, it could be shown, as already reported two years ago, but now
with even greater precision, that at least the starting cause of these diseases is very

closely connected with the radiation complex habitually found in cancer zones and at
cancer points. Here it was found again and again that the so-called double Curry
zones, in connection with radiation from water, but sometimes also without this, were
the main cause. Of approx 600 cancer cases which I investigated, there were less than
5% which had no connection with the radiation situation outlined above. In my book
which is to be published in the autumn of this year there will be a rich choice of case
histories in the form of radiation sketches, and I shall also report in detail on the
mystery of "geomancy"."-----Hofrat Prof Dr Emil Worsch
"So we took out those 3 root canals when she had 3-6 months to live. And that was 6
years ago, and she is still alive today, and MRI can’t find the tumour anymore. It went
away. --Hal Huggins DDS
"I have had a number of patients with breast cancer, all of whom had root canals on
the tooth related to the breast area on the associated energy meridian." John Diamond,
M.D.
"Dr. Issels innovated the surgical removal of focal infections of the jaw and
Waldeyer's tonsillar ring for rapid improvement in the immune status of many
patients. He published his observations a number of times in the umpired medical
journal of Germany. He was careful to send all extracted dead teeth, root canals, and
tonsils to outside pathology labs where they were almost to the last sample
documented with multiple infections, atrophy, hyperplasia, etc."----Gar Hildenbrand,
Chief of Clinical Epidemiology ISSELS/CHIPSA/GRO Gerson clinics & therapy
"It could just be that the results achieved by Coley are the best results we will ever
achieve in the treatment of cancer."---Dr Charles Starnes, Ph.D. an immunologist.
"It never was. The National Institute of Dental Research-part of the National Institutes
of Health-found out about my project and forced the university to have me stopped. I
had a choice of returning to Brazil or changing my topic. I had no choice, but I still
have the materials."---Dr Pinto
"In point of fact, fluoride causes more human cancer deaths, and causes it faster, than
any other chemical."--Dean Burke, Former Chief Chemist Emeritus, US National
Cancer Institute.
"It's a toxic waste product of many types of industry; for instance, glass production,
phosphate fertilizer production and many others. They would have no way to dispose
of the tons of fluoride waste they produce unless they could find some use for it, so
they made up this story about it being good for dental health. Then they can pass it
through everyone's bodies and into the sewer." [A novel approach to toxic waste
disposal--just feed it to the people and let their bodies "detoxify" it]. "It is a well
coordinated effort, to keep it from being declared for what it is--a toxic waste."--Dr
Lee
"I had a brain cancer specialist sit in my living room and tell me that he would never
take radiation if he had a brain tumor. And I asked him, 'but, do you send people for
radiation?' and he said, of course. 'I'd be drummed out of the hospital if I didn't."--Ralph Moss

"The field of U.S. cancer care is organized around a medical monopoly that ensures a
continuous flow of money to the pharmaceutical companies, medical technology
firms, research institutes, and government agencies such as the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and quasi-public
organizations such as the American Cancer Society (ACS)."--John Diamond, M.D., &
Lee Cowden, M.D.
"The Imperial Cancer Research Fund writes--"One of the biggest myths in recent
years is that there is a cancer epidemic by exposure to radiation, pollution, pesticides
and food additives. the truth is that these factors have very little to do with the
majority of cancers in this country. In fact food additives may have a protective
effect---particulary against stomach cancer."
Decades ago they (cancer charities)
were relatively independent from industry...Now they are all but departments of large
pharaceutical companies. The Imperial Cancer Research Fund (ICRF)..is a case in
point. While most lay people imagine that it is simply a worthy charity collecting
money to research cancer, few will understand that it is itself a mutli-million pound
corporation which hardly makes a move independently of professional science, or its
industrial pharmaceutical patrons and backers. Through its council and its
benefactors, the ICRF is run by, and mainly for, the profit of the pharmaceutical
companies the very corporations whose products would have to be investigated for
any wide-ranging investigation of cancerand the environment."--Martin Walker
writing in the Ecologist vol 28 No 2. Matin Walker is the author of Dirty Medicine.
(ICRF http://www.icnet.uk/ )
"Two alleged trials took place under the direction of Dr. Charles Moertel at the Mayo
Clinic. However as one might expect from a proven swindler operating at such a
dishonoured location, these bore little resemblence to scientific methodology.
Moertel cooked the first trial…by packing the trial with patients whose immune
systems had already been destroyed by toxic chemotherapy. He then rigged the
second trial by treating the patients with ascorbate for only two and a half months and
then continuing with the "trial" for another 2 years. He then issued a perjured press
statement in which he announced that vitamin C therapy had been proven ineffective,
carefully concealing the fact that he had almost certainly caused the death of several
patients by reason of this iniquitous fraud. The resulting carefully devised publicity on
the subject also caused the deaths of several other patients who had been happily
surviving on ascorbate."---Dr Richards & Frank Hourigan.
"This man (Moertel) of the Mayo Clinic, no less….had the effrontery to defend the
employment of two toxic preparations, with no curative value, in cases of
metastasised intestinal cancer lest they (the patients) otherwise seek it (hope) from the
hands of quacks and charlatans. In other words Moertel urged the use of a hramful
substance of no value…on patients who are, presumably, paying a fee for their
therapy,…and are hoping for a cure,…just to keep some other therapist from trying to
save them!…….(you) can find a permanent record of the distinguished Dr. Moertel’s
recommendations in the New England Journal of Medicine, 1978."—Dr Richards &
Frank Hourigan.
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